Parallels of Craniofacial Maldevelopment in Down Syndrome and Ts65Dn Mice
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ABSTRACT Mouse genetic models can be used to dissect molecular mechanisms that result in human disease. This approach requires detection and demonstration of compelling parallels between phenotypes in mouse and human. Ts65Dn mice are at dosage imbalance for many of the same genes duplicated in trisomy 21 or Down syndrome (DS), the most common live-born human aneuploidy. Analysis of the craniofacial skeleton of Ts65Dn mice using three-dimensional morphometric methods demonstrates an absolute correspondence between Ts65Dn and DS craniofacial dysmorphology, a distinctive and completely penetrant DS phenotype. The genes at dosage imbalance in Ts65Dn are localized to a small region of mouse chromosome 16 and, by comparative mapping, to the corresponding region of human Chromosome 21, providing independent experimental data supporting the contribution of genes in this region to this characteristic DS phenotype. This analysis establishes precise parallels in human and mouse skull phenotypes resulting from dosage imbalance for the same genes, revealing strong conservation of the evolved developmental genetic program that underlies mammalian skull morphology and validating the use of this mouse model in the analysis of this important DS phenotype. This evolutionary conservation further establishes the mouse as a valid model for a wide range of syndromes producing craniofacial maldevelopment. Dev Dyn 2000;217:137–145.
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INTRODUCTION

The vertebrate skull is an intricately designed, evolutionarily ancient structure. Paleontological evidence shows an evolutionary trend towards a reduction in the number of independent bony elements in more derived forms, but variation in patterns of loss, gain, or fusion of once independent cranial elements are simply embellishments on a very ancient plan (Gregory, 1963; Hanken and Hall, 1993; Moore, 1981). Within mammals, the overall shape of the skull and its individual components varies from species to species. However, even among taxa as phylogenetically distinct as Rodents and Primates, correspondence of skull elements and of overall form shows that a mechanism for the conservation of cranial morphology operates across divergent mammalian taxa (Fig. 1).

Many genes are conserved across mammals, and the proximate functions of most of those genes are likely to be conserved, as well. The latent capacity of genetically-regulated developmental systems is substantiated by the occurrence of atavisms, be they true reappearances of ancestral features (Alberch, 1983) or simply variants maintained at low frequencies (Hanken and Hall, 1993), and also by experiments that produce evolutionarily lost tissues in extant organisms (Kollar and Fisher, 1980). Tissue ablation and grafting experiments illustrate patterns of derivation of the various bony elements from mesoderm, neural crest, or a combination of the two, and a growing body of evidence indicates that some of these patterns are consistent across the vertebrates (e.g., the rostro-caudal patterning of head neural crest (Langille and Hall, 1993). Conservation of the patterns of development of complex structures implies that the genetic programs that specify phenotype may also be conserved. If this were true, then recreation of a complex genetic insult with known phenotypic consequences in human would be expected to have an analogous effect in an animal model. This conservation of phenotypic endpoints would support a closer study of developmental mechanisms, and validate the animal as a model of the genetic insult in humans.

Down syndrome (DS) is a prevalent complex genetic disorder, the most frequent live-born autosomal aneuploidy in human beings. DS results from trisomy of human chromosome (Chr) 21 (Fig. 2), producing dosage imbalance for several hundred genes and resulting in a characteristic spectrum of developmental anomalies affecting many tissues (Epstein et al., 1991). Individuals
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with Trisomy 21 express different subsets of phenotypes that characterize the syndrome, but some DS traits occur in all DS individuals. These traits must result directly from dosage imbalance of genes on Chr21 regardless of Chr21 haplotypes, genetic background, or stochastic events. One of these completely penetrant features is the characteristic DS facies, largely a product of the underlying craniofacial skeleton. Quantitative descriptions of the characteristic features of the DS face and neurocranium are well established (Table 1).

We asked whether a conserved phenotypic response could arise from a similar complex genetic insult in humans and mice using the Ts65Dn mouse, a model for DS. Distal mouse Chr16 demonstrates conserved linkage with most of human Chr21, defined by 41 genes mapped to the corresponding positions in both species. All genes shared between Chr 16 and Chr 21 (Reeves and Cabin, 1999) are shown adjacent to the mouse chromosome, while a subset of corresponding human loci are shown for clarity. The cytological position of the T65Dn breakpoint on Chr16 is indicated (arrow), and the thirty-seven genes that define the region at dosage imbalance in Ts65Dn mice are included in the bracket. Genes on distal human Chr 21q22.3 are found in mouse on Chr 17 and 10. Chr 21 genes (and corresponding mouse genes) in the region from CBR to MX1 have been implicated with craniofacial defects in DS (Dela- bar et al., 1993; Korenberg et al., 1994).

Fig. 1. Individual bony elements are conserved between mouse (top) and human (bottom) skulls. Color-coding shows correspondence of structures between the species. The interparietal bone (bright blue on the mouse skull) is an example of a skull bone that exists in the more primitive (mouse) form, but not in the more derived human skull.

Fig. 2. Mouse Chr 16 and human Chr 21 show perfect conserved linkage for most of the long arm of Chr21, defined by 41 genes mapped to the corresponding positions in both species. All genes shared between Chr 16 and Chr 21 (Reeves and Cabin, 1999) are shown adjacent to the mouse chromosome, while a subset of corresponding human loci are shown for clarity. The cytological position of the T65Dn breakpoint on Chr16 is indicated (arrow), and the thirty-seven genes that define the region at dosage imbalance in Ts65Dn mice are included in the bracket. Genes on distal human Chr 21q22.3 are found in mouse on Chr 17 and 10. Chr 21 genes (and corresponding mouse genes) in the region from CBR to MX1 have been implicated with craniofacial defects in DS (Dela- bar et al., 1993; Korenberg et al., 1994).
RESULTS

 Twelve Ts65Dn adult mice (7♀, 5♂) and 21 euploid littermates (13♀, 8♂) were skeletonized for morphometric analysis. Three-dimensional coordinate locations of 27 cranial and 22 mandibular (Fig. 3) landmarks were recorded using the Reflex microscope. These data were analyzed using Euclidean Distance Matrix Analysis (EDMA) to measure differences in form between the sample groups (see Methods). Statistical tests of the null hypothesis of equality of shapes for subsets of landmarks (reported as P-values) and confidence interval testing for statistical evaluation of individual linear distances (using an α level of 0.10 with lower and upper confidence limits) are reported.

Confidence intervals for the direct comparison of Ts65Dn and euploid crania using the complete set of landmarks (K = 27) showed more than 65% of the linear distances to be significantly different between the two samples (Fig. 4). Most of these were significantly smaller in the Ts65Dn mice but varied in the magnitude of the difference. Further data exploration and statistical testing were conducted using biologically relevant landmark subsets (where K < sample size), which were then compared to the results of published quantitative analyses of the DS craniofacial skeleton (Table 1).

Face

Analysis of the nasal region (landmarks 1, 2, 6, 17; P = 0.10), and the nasal-premaxillae-maxillae region (landmarks 1, 2, 6, 17; P = 0.267) showed nearly all individual linear distances to be significantly smaller in the rostral portion of the Ts65Dn face (Fig. 4), but differences in overall form did not reach statistical significance. Inspection of confidence intervals for individual linear distances shows that the Ts65Dn face is of relatively normal width local to the incisors, reduced in width across the posterior maxilla, and shortened to varying degrees in all rostro-caudal dimensions excepting across the frontal process of the maxilla (landmarks 9&10 and 21&22; Fig. 4).

The aggregate of landmarks representing the maxillae (landmarks 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24) found Ts65Dn to be reduced in overall size and different in shape than euploid mice (Table 1). Linear distances that measure widths between paired maxillary points (landmarks 13&24, 8&19, 10&21, 9&20) were reduced to the greatest degree in Ts65Dn (Fig. 4). A less pronounced, but still significant reduction was seen for distances along the rostro-caudal axis of the maxillae. Linear distances oriented along the rostro-caudal and mediolateral axes were smaller in the Ts65Dn face, while the anterior neurocranium was wider in Ts65Dn (landmarks 1, 2, 3, 6, 12, 17, 19, 23; P = 0.059) (Fig. 4). Analysis of landmarks representing the zygoma (landmarks 11, 14, 22, 25; P = 0.02) and the zygoma and orbits (landmarks 9, 10, 11, 14, 20, 21, 22, 25; P = 0.02) showed the Ts65Dn face to be generally smaller than the euploid face. This pattern of under-development of the maxillae and zygoma and increased width of neurocranium in Ts65Dn closely parallels quantitative changes in the analogous structures in the DS craniofacial skeleton, resulting in a small, flattened

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1. Quantitative Craniofacial Phenotypes in DS and Corresponding Changes in Ts65Dn Mice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comparison of DS craniofacial phenotype and euploid human (Reference)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall reduction in head dimensions, microcephaly (Farkas et al., 1985; Fink et al., 1975; Frostad et al., 1971; Kolar and Salter, 1997; Thelander and Pryor, 1966)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small midface (spanning orbits and maxillary alveolus); reduced facial height (Farkas et al., 1985; Fink et al., 1975; Frostad et al., 1971; Joseph et al., 1970; Kisling, 1966; O’Riordan and Walker, 1978; Thelander and Pryor, 1966)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbital region reduced mediolaterally; reduced bizygomatic breadth (Farkas et al., 1985; Farkas et al., 1991; Joseph et al., 1970; Kisling, 1966; Kolar and Salter, 1997)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small maxilla (Allanson et al., 1993; Fischer-Brandies, 1988; Kisling, 1966)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brachycephaly (relatively wide neurocranium) (Allanson et al., 1993; Farkas et al., 1985; Joseph et al., 1970; Kolar and Salter, 1997; Pryor and Thelander, 1967; Thelander and Pryor, 1966)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small mandible (Allanson et al., 1993; Farkas et al., 1985; Fink et al., 1975; Kisling, 1966; O’Riordan and Walker, 1978)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased individual variability (Cronk and Reed, 1981; Frostad et al., 1971; Kisling, 1966; Thelander and Pryor, 1966)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Neurocranium

The Ts65Dn neurocranium (landmarks 3, 4, 5, 12, 15, 16, 23, 26, 27; \( P = 0.04 \)) was generally reduced in size, but confidence intervals showed that only those linear distances that span the rostro-caudal dimension were significantly smaller than in euploid mice. Linear distances along the medio-lateral axis were either the same or larger in Ts65Dn as compared to euploid. This results in a relatively broad, or brachycephalic, Ts65Dn neurocranial, a characteristic also determined from quantitative analysis of DS individuals (Allanson et al., 1993; Thelander and Pryor, 1966).

Unlike most other medio-laterally-oriented distances on the neurocranium, the distance between landmarks 16 and 27 was reduced in the Ts65Dn mouse, and corresponds directly to the characteristic flattened occiput in DS. These osseous landmarks overlie the position of the cerebellum, which is reduced in volume in Ts65Dn and in DS (Baxter et al., 2000).
relationship between developing brain and skull is shown by these corresponding findings in humans and mice.

Mandible

Analysis of all mandibular landmarks \((K = 22)\) revealed 97% of the linear distances to be smaller in Ts65Dn mice. This was not a uniform scaling difference. Distances that were most different between Ts65Dn and euploid mice included either the coronoid process (landmarks 1, 3) or the angular process (landmarks 2, 4) as an endpoint, localizing the extremes of mandibular dysmorphology to these sites of muscle attachment. Reduction of the coronoid process and consequent anterior displacement of the apex of the process increased the distance between it and the condyle (landmarks 5, 6, 14, 15), but decreased the distances between it and all other mandibular landmarks (Fig. 4). EDMA of smaller subsets of landmarks consistently found the Ts65Dn mandible to be significantly smaller than normal excepting a triangular region among three points on each hemi-mandible (landmarks 5, 7, 13 on left, and 14, 16, 22 on right). This represents an anatomical complex that is “shape conservative” between euploid and Ts65Dn mice, and may correspond with findings in DS of a mandible that is underdeveloped but less affected than the rest of the face (Allanson et al., 1993; Fink et al., 1975; O’Riordan and Walker, 1978).

Phenotypic Variability

A model-based, data-generating algorithm (Lele and Cole, 1996) was used to compare the degree of mandible variability among individual trisomic mice relative to euploid individuals. Fifty Gaussian, random observations were generated for both the Ts65Dn and euploid mice using the sample-specific mean forms and variance-covariance matrices, which were calculated from the original three-dimensional (3D) landmark data following published methods (Lele, 1993; Lele and Cole, 1996). For Ts65Dn and euploid mice, each of the observations generated represent a landmark configuration of a hypothetical mandible based on the sample.
specific parameters for the mean and the variance. Two-dimensional (2D) projection of the bootstrapped left hemi-mandibles (Fig. 5) showed broader distributions around every landmark in Ts65Dn. The increased variability in the Ts65Dn mandible relative to normal corresponds with increased variability among DS individuals (Cronk and Reed, 1981; Frostad et al., 1971; Kisling, 1966; Thelander and Pryor, 1966).

**DISCUSSION**

Trisomy for a portion of mouse Chr16 has significant phenotypic effects on the development of the Ts65Dn craniofacial skeleton. The resulting dysmorphology closely parallels that observed in DS (Table 1), in which the same genes are at dosage imbalance. The Ts65Dn sample also exhibited increased phenotypic variability, a common finding in studies of DS characteristics. The correspondence in patterns of craniofacial dysmorphology in Ts65Dn mice and DS can be explained by the evolutionary conservation of genes regulating head development (Carroll, 1995; Davidson et al., 1995) and by similarities in the developmental processes regulating skull formation (Hanken and Hall, 1993).

The mechanisms by which aneuploidy disrupts development to produce the range of phenotypes seen in DS remain obscure. The hypothesis that a specific gene or set of genes on Chr21 can be associated with a given DS phenotype is widely accepted. This hypothesis has arisen through careful correlations of cytogenetic, molecular, and cellular manifestations in individuals with translocations resulting in trisomy for a subset of Chr21 genes (segmental trisomy 21). Maps correlating dosage imbalance of specific critical regions with specific characteristics provide useful information about segments in which to search for the genes primarily responsible (Delabar et al., 1993; Korenberg et al., 1994). The proposed distal Chr21 boundary for genes contributing to the DS face is defined by the included marker, $\text{MX1}$, and the excluded marker, $\text{BCE1}$, which is ca. 400 kb distal (Fig. 2). The most distal gene on Chr16 is $\text{Tmprss2}$, within a few kb of $\text{Mx1}$, thus independently refining the distal boundary of genes contributing to anomalies of the craniofacial skeleton in this aneuploid syndrome.

Despite advances in correlating regions of Chr21 with DS phenotypes in individuals with segmental trisomy 21, the ultimate resolution of these maps is limited by the small number of affected individuals and by the significant phenotypic variability observed even among those with full trisomy 21. Further, the “smallest region of overlap” approach to phenotype mapping in translocation DS suffers from another, more important limitation; no individual is actually at dosage imbalance for only the common region. Therefore, this type of analysis cannot discriminate between the action of a single, dosage sensitive gene on a diploid background or on a genetic background destabilized by aneuploidy for many genes. The mapping of DS traits requires an animal model in which genetic background is relatively uniform and in which multiple individuals with the same chromosome segments at dosage imbalance can be evaluated. The occurrence of directly parallel craniofacial phenotypes in Ts65Dn mice and DS validates the use of mouse models to study the basic mechanisms producing these effects.

In our investigation of the processes by which trisomy for a given genetic region causes a constellation of features recognized as DS, we have discovered a specific genetic region in mice and in humans that causes particular craniofacial anomalies when present at dos-
age imbalance. Mutations in these same genes in euploid individuals might affect normal variability of the craniofacial complex in similar ways. Although the entire region is at dosage imbalance in the Ts65Dn mouse, overexpression of a specific gene or groups of genes in this region would enable identification of pathways of specific aspects of craniofacial maldevelopment. Chromosome engineering in mice (Ramirez-Solis et al., 1995) can be used to produce reciprocal translocations that result in precisely defined segmental trisomy, and these mice can be assessed quantitatively for any completely penetrant phenotypic endpoint of trisomy that is directly relevant to DS. Such studies can efficiently localize genes responsible for a phenotype and knowledge of the genes can provide a vehicle for understanding genetic regulation of normal development, as well as the development of anomalies associated with DS. Our results identify conserved developmental pathways between DS and the Ts65Dn mouse that validate the use of this model in efforts to define the mechanisms by which aneuploidy disrupts development.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Animal Husbandry
All mice were maintained in a virus and antibody-free facility with food and water ad libitum. Ts65Dn mice (B6EiC3H-a/A-Ts65Dn, Jackson Laboratory) are maintained on the B6/C3H background. Mice used in this study were generated by crossing female Ts65Dn mice with B6/C3H or CBA/CaJ mice (Jackson Laboratory). Genotypes were determined by karyotyping blood obtained from the retro-orbital sinus (Davisson et al., 1993). Only mice from litters of 4–6 offspring were used. All mice were adults ranging from 4–7 months old except for one mouse that was 12 months old. The strains of mice used do not show sexual dimorphism in craniofacial development. Since the form of an object is invariant regardless of whether the form is rotated, translated, or reflected, group invariance must be maintained in the statistical analysis of forms. Original data consist of 3D coordinates of landmark locations collected from the forms under study. These are stored as $K \times 3$ matrices where $K$ = the number of landmarks. The data are re-written and analyzed as a matrix of all unique linear distances among landmarks. This matrix is called the form matrix, or $FM$. The original landmark coordinate data are used to estimate a mean $FM$ for each sample being considered following procedures outlined by Lele (Lele, 1993). Form difference between samples is evaluated by calculating ratios of like-linear distances using the mean $FMs$ of the two samples. The matrix of ratios of like-linear distances is called the form difference matrix ($FDM$). If a particular linear distance is similar in two samples, that ratio will equal 1.

For reasons detailed elsewhere (Lele and McCulloch, 1999; Lele and Richtsmeier, 2000), nuisance parameters of rotation and translation prohibit valid estimates of the exact magnitude of variability local to each landmark, but the available estimates can be used for statistical testing and for visualization of the distribution of variability across an object. In our study, the landmark coordinates for the mean mandibular form and the variance-covariance matrix were used to visualize variability local to landmarks. The mean form is used as a template and the hypothetical landmark locations are constrained by the variance estimates local to each landmark and by the covariances calculated among the landmarks. The choice of coordinate system in which to project the mean form and the variance distribution around each landmark is arbitrary (see Fig. 5).

Form difference is statistically evaluated using estimates of the mean $FMs$ and variance-covariance struc-
structure for each sample. Nonparametric statistical techniques test the null hypothesis of similarity in form between the samples to determine whether a difference in form exists, and if it does, whether it is due solely to size (scaling), or if there is a shape component ($P = 0.05$ is traditionally used as the level of significance). This nonparametric test for overall similarity in shape uses the original data to generate random samples, each containing the same number of specimens as the true sample. A FDM is calculated for each pair of bootstrapped samples, and a test statistic (maximum ratio of inter-landmark distances divided by minimum ratio, or max/min) is calculated for each pair. This is done an adequate number of times (200–300). The test compares the true max/min calculated from the original data to the distribution of the max/min values for the bootstrapped samples. If the true max/min lies outside of 95% of the bootstrapped max/min values, we reject the null hypothesis of similarity in shape (Lele and Richtsmeier, 1991). Further examination of the FDM identifies patterns of localized differences in form between the two samples.

To statistically test for localized differences in form, an alternate nonparametric bootstrap procedure calculates the $100(1-\alpha)\%$ confidence interval for each linear distance (for reasons presented by Lele and Richtsmeier, 1995), we set $\alpha = 0.10$. If this interval contains the value 1.0, the null hypothesis of similarity for that linear distance is accepted. Confidence intervals enable the identification of those linear distances that are most similar or different between the samples. EDMA programs are down loadable from http://faith.med.jhmi.edu/.
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